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Dear Assistant Clerk Committees
INQUIRY INTO THE FIREFIGHTERS’ PRESUMPTIVE RIGHTS COMPENSATION
AND FIRE SERVICES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (REFORM) BILL 2017
My name is Denis Rich and I have been a professional MFB firefighter for 38 years
and as such write to express my support for the proposed fire services reform. I do
this because Victoria’s fire service delivery model is dated and response boundaries
have not changed significantly in 60 years, resulting in 35 areas such as Frankston,
Cranbourne, Dandenong, Craigieburn, Melton, Springvale, Boronia and Geelong still
zoned as ‘country’, despite being heavily urbanised and residential. These areas
need to be modernised as part of the reform of the fire service to ensure the
minimum fire cover standard of a rapid 8 minute response, with 7 professional
career firefighters on two fire trucks…. as occurs in the MFD.
All emergencies have two common elements….they are time critical and require
immediate resources. On arrival at an emergency and as the first attending Officer I
am expected to deal with:










The presenting situation
Time pressure
Unknowns
Possible multiple scenarios – rescue, exposures, confinement, evacuation
Night – lack of visibility
Lack of resources
Rapid fire spread
Environmental impact
Tactical decisions

The mitigation of the many different types of incidents that we attend can only be
achieved by ensuring appropriate response times with appropriate on-scene
support/ resources.
People other than those on the ‘front line’ in the emergency services generally live
without ever having to perform under pressure, so to ensure the community safety of
all Victorians - including emergency first responders - I ask you to please seriously
consider your support for the proposed fire services reform.
For the past 32 years of my career as an Officer, I have had the express
responsibility for the operational skill level and safety of my crew and the safety of
the community whose lives can be at risk. All Victorians, including both professional
and volunteer firefighters, deserve a modern fire service that meet the needs of our
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